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Users

About

100,000

Users
Communication Channels

Keep it Simple
User Interaction

- Telegram
- Matrix
- KDE Discuss
- Bugzilla
- Reddit
Platforms

- macOS
- Windows
- Linux
Why is Feedback important?
Community

Speech to Text
Community

Whisper

Improved Spelling
Funding

Direct Donation
Funding

Direct Donation

KDE Pilot Project
Funding

Donation Goal Reached within 1 Month
Funding

Nested Timeline

Stability

Performance
Documentation

Why is Documentation important?
3,500 views per week
Documentation

$\frac{2}{3}$ views

Effects

Get started
15% use it
WHAT MAKES KDENLIVE SO SUCCESSFUL

• We have a vision for the project
• We listen to our users
• Sometimes less is better
WHAT WE DON’T DO SO WELL

- Automated testing
- Pre-release beta testing
- Check for regressions that come from our dependencies
HOW WE WILL IMPROVE

- Continue improving our current tests
- Build an automated project rendering test suite
- Explore GUI testing - Selenium
WHAT CHANGED OVER THE YEARS

PACKAGING

• We provide packages for many platforms
• We have some automation and great help and tools from KDE but still a huge task for a small team
WE CHANGED

- We wanted to grow outside of our bubble
- But we are a small team with not much time
FUNDRAISING

AMAZING FUNDRAISING

One Month: Goal Reached 100%

Eight Months Later: No money spent 0%

- It takes time to re-organize your life
- It takes time to find extra people
OUR PLANS FOR THE NEXT YEARS

Collaborative Editing
- Upload projects on a server
- Online review and comment

AI integration
- Increase image resolution
- Audio matching
- Image segmentation

Improved GPU support

Qt6/KF6 porting